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Abstract: This article provides a unified account of freezing effects, wh-island effects, and 

Proper Binding Condition (PBC) effects in English, based on Chomsky’s (2013, 2015) 

Labeling Algorithm, especially on the Search Algorithm formally defined by Ke (2019, to 

appear) and the labeling-based feature valuation mechanism proposed by Epstein, Kitahara, 

and Seely (2022). This article demonstrates that freezing, wh-island, and PBC effects are 

produced by extraction that breaks the symmetry between XP-YP structures, which, in effect, 

barres feature valuation between heads with valued and unvalued features. 
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1. Introduction 

The goal of this article is to provide a unified account for freezing effects such as (1), wh-island 

effects such as (2), and Proper Binding Condition (PBC) effects such as (3) in English. 

(1)   ??Whoi do you wonder [[which picture of ti]j Mary bought tj]? 

 (Lasnik and Saito 1993: 101-102) 

(2)   ??Whati do you wonder [whether John saw ti]? (Lasnik and Saito 1993: 11) 

(3)    *[Which picture of ti]j do you wonder [whoi John likes tj]? (Saito 1989: 187) 

This article will account for these in terms of a condition on syntactic symmetry between 
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phrases: the Symmetry Condition on Labeling (SCL) in (4). 

(4) Symmetry Condition on Labeling (SCL) 

An XP-YP structure shares features F between X and Y only when the XP-YP is 

mirror symmetric. 

The SCL dictates that an XP-YP structure involving feature sharing must be of the form {{X[F], 

α}, {Y[F], β}}, where X and Y are Lexical Items (LIs) / heads with agreement features F, and 

α and β are phrases. This is mirror-symmetric, in that both XP and YP have an H-ZP structure. 

In contrast, an XP-YP structure of the form {{γ, {X[F], α}}, {Y[F], β}}, where α, β, and γ are 

phrases, cannot share features between X and Y because it is not mirror-symmetric in that only 

YP is of the form H-ZP. This article will show that freezing, wh-island, and the Proper Binding 

Condition Effects involve extraction to break the symmetry between XP and YP in an XP-YP 

structure, thereby causing feature valuation failure. This article proposes the SCL as a corollary 

of the Labeling Algorithm (Chomsky 2013, 2015), especially the Search Algorithm formally 

defined by Ke (2019, to appear) and the feature valuation mechanism proposed by Epstein, 

Kitahara, and Seely (EKS) (2022), according to which feature valuation is contingent on MS 

locating the two relevant heads simultaneously. The symmetry-breaking extraction, in effect, 

barres simultaneous search and valuation between X[F] and Y[F], leading to degradation in 

acceptability. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Search 

Algorithm formally defined by Ke (2019, to appear) and the feature valuation mechanism 

proposed by Epstein, Kitahara, and Seely (EKS) (2022). The subsequent sections provide a 

unified account of freezing effects (Section 3), wh-island effects (Section 4), and PBC effects 

(Section 5). Finally, Section 6 concludes the study. 

 

2 Symmetry in Labeling and Feature-Valuation 

2.1 Labeling Algorithm 

This section shows that the SCL follows from Chomsky’s (2013, 2015) Labeling Algorithm, 

accompanied by Ke’s (to appear) formal definition of Minimal Search (MS) and the feature 
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valuation mechanism proposed by EKS (2022). 

Chomsky (2013, 2015) proposes Labeling as a process of providing information on the 

interpretation of a syntactic object (SO) at the interfaces. An SO is labeled by a fixed algorithm, 

Labeling Algorithm (LA), which “licenses SOs so that they can be interpreted at the interfaces, 

operating at the phase level.” (Chomsky 2013: 43). LA is an instantiation of MS to detect an 

LI/head that provides the label of an SO, applied after a phase head is introduced to the 

derivation but before the phase head complement (PHC) is transferred to the interfaces. Given 

SO = {H, XP}, where H is the head and XP is a phrase, LA selects H as the label of the SO 

because H is the most prominent head. If we have SO = {XP, YP}, where both XP and YP are 

phrases, MS does not uniquely identify the head of the SO, locating the two heads X and Y of 

XP and YP, respectively. Chomsky (2013:43) argued that there are two cases in which a label 

is provided to the XP-YP structure. In one case, the SO is modified “so that there is only one 

visible head.” Specifically, the movement of XP out of {XP, YP} makes the lower copy of XP 

“invisible” to LA because not every occurrence of XP is in the domain of {XP, YP}. The XP-

YP structure is then labeled as YP. Another case is when “X and Y are identical in a relevant 

respect, providing the same label.” Suppose that X and Y, the respective heads of XP and YP, 

involve agreement features F. Then, LA then simultaneously finds heads X and Y, providing 

the label <F, F>, the pair of features shared between X and Y. Since LA “licenses SOs so that 

they can be interpreted at the interfaces,” an SO that remains unlabeled crashes at the 

conceptual-intentional (CI) interface and externalization. 

Although Chomsky does not provide a formal definition of MS and LA, Ke (2019, to 

appear) formalizes MS as a search algorithm to look for a search target within a search domain, 

as in (5). 

(5) A formal definition of Minimal Search 

MS = <SA, SD, ST>, where MS = Minimal Search, SA = search algorithm, SD = 

search domain (the domain that the SA operates on), ST = search target (the features 

that the SA looks for). Search Algorithm 

 a. Given an SD and an ST, match against every head member of the SD to find the ST. 
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 b. If the ST is found, return the heads bearing the ST and go to Step (c); otherwise, get 

    the set members of the SD and store them as a vector V. 

 i.  If V is empty, search fails and go to Step (c); otherwise, 

 ii. assign each of the sets in V as a new SD and go to Step (a) for all these new SDs  

      in parallel. 

 c. Terminate search. 

To see how this works, we consider the labeling of an H-XP structure in (6). 
(6) {H, XP} =               α 

                   3                   1st run, H is returned. 
                 H          β  
                        3 
                       X         γ 

In the case of Labeling, ST is any head found by the search algorithm. In the first run, SA takes 

α as the SD and find out H, a head member of α. Subsequently, H is returned as a label of α. 

The search terminates at this stage, so that SA never returns any heads more deeply embedded 

than H, say X, as the label of α. 

Although Ke does not explicitly show how LA works in an XP-YP structure with XP being 

a lower copy, LA correctly picks out Y as its label, as far as his algorithm “ignores” a lower 

copy XP in the following way. Consider (7), where tXP is a lower copy of XP and Y is the head. 
(7) {tXP, YP} =             α 

                  3                  1st run, nothing is returned. 
                tXP         β  
                       3                 2nd run, Y is returned. 
                      Y         γ 

Suppose that a lower copy is “invisible” to LA, in the sense that it is not stored as vector V.1 

In the first run, nothing is matched because α has no head members. Subsequently, β is stored 

as V, whereas tXP is not. SA then takes β as the SD, locating Y, the head member of β. The 

search terminates at this point and returns Y as the label of α. 

Now, consider the XP-YP structure created by feature sharing such as (8), where heads X 

and Y share features F, and α, β, γ, δ, and ε are phrases. 
(8) {XP, YP} =                 α 

                      3              1st run, nothing is returned. 
                     β          γ  
                  2     2         2nd run, X and Y are returned. 
                 X[F]    δ    Y[F]   ε 
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This structure is mirror-symmetric, in that both XP and YP are of the form H-ZP. Taking α as 

the SD, SA returns nothing in the first run because neither β nor γ is a head member. SA then 

stores both β and γ as V, taking them as the new SD in the second run. SA finds out both X 

and Y, returning a pair of heads <X, Y> involving shared features as the label of α.2 Crucially, 

the heads X and Y are located by LA simultaneously in the second run. Thus, in a mirror-

symmetric XP-YP structure, as in (8), heads providing the label are found in the same step of 

the search algorithm. 

This is in sharp contrast with an asymmetric XP-YP structure such as (9), where XP = β 

consists of two phrases δ and ε, whereas YP = γ is composed of a head Y and a phrase ζ. 
(9) {XP, YP} =                     α 

                          3          1st run, nothing is returned. 
                         β          γ 
                       2    2          2nd run, Y is returned. 
                      δ       ε   Y[F]    ζ 
                           2  
                          X[F]    η 

Taking α as the SD, the SA looks for the head members in the first run. Since there are no head 

members in α, it stores β and γ as V, taking them as the new SDs in the second run. SA 

simultaneously looks for head members of β and γ, returning Y as the label of α. Crucially, SA 

terminates at this step, so it does not traverse ε to pick out X. Thus, in contrast to a symmetric 

XP-YP such as (8), an asymmetric XP-YP does not provide the pair of heads <X, Y> but a 

single head Y as the label because one relevant head is more deeply embedded than another.3 

 

2.2 Feature-Valuation 

Although Ke argues that Labeling and Agree are independent operations, this article assumes 

with EKS (2022) that Agree is eliminable from narrow syntax. They point out that Agree is a 

composite operation consisting of (i) probe-goal search and (ii) feature valuation, proposing 

that the former is reduced to MS for Labeling (search for relevant heads into an XP-YP 

structure), and the latter to feature assignment at the morpho-phonological component. 

Suppose, for example, that we have an SO created by subject raising, as in (10). 

(10) {{D[vφ][uCase], NP} {T[uφ], vP}} 

This structure is generated by free Internal Merge (IM) of an external argument from Spec-v 
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to Spec T. When the derivation reaches a phase level, MS simultaneously finds D and T 

involving φ-features, providing <φ, φ> as the label. Feature assignment then takes place 

between these two syntactically accessible heads at the interfaces: unvalued φ-features on T 

are valued based on the relationship between D and T established by MS. The unvalued 

structural case feature [uCase] on DP is valued as a reflex of φ-feature valuation. 

Next, we examine the valuation of the internal argument, which undergoes IM to the 

specifier of verbal root R, as in (11). 

(11) {{D[vφ][uCase], NP} {R[uφ], tDP}} 

Again, MS simultaneously locates D and R involving φ-features, providing the label <φ, φ>. 

Φ-valuation occurs between these heads, with uCase valued as a reflex of the φ-valuation. 

Wh-movement is analyzed in the same manner. Suppose that (12) is created by free IM of 

a wh-phrase to Spec-C. 

(12) {{WH[uQ], NP}, {C[vQ], TP}} 

This structure undergoes labeling when it is transferred to the interface. MS simultaneously 

locates WH and C, which are loci of unvalued and valued interrogative features, respectively, 

providing <Q, Q> as the label. Then, the values of [vQ] on C are assigned to [uQ] on WH, 

based on the relationship between the accessible heads WH and C established by MS. 

 

2.3 Deducing the SCL from Labeling 

With these in place, I propose the SCL as a corollary of MS and feature valuation. Let us first 

consider the labeling of a symmetric XP-YP structure, such as (8) = {{X[F], δ} {Y[F], ε}}. As 

discussed above, SA locates heads X and Y simultaneously and returns a pair of shared features 

<F, F> as the label. Feature valuation takes place between these two heads, X and Y, assigning 

feature values to the unvalued ones. Thus, the structure is successfully interpreted at the 

interface. In an asymmetric XP-YP structure such as (9) = {{δ, {X[F], η}}, {Y[F], ζ}}, SA finds 

only Y because it halts once Y is retuned in the second run. Although this structure is labeled 

YP, there is no feature valuation between X and Y because it only takes place between heads 

accessed by MS. Thus, the features left unvalued cause a crash at the interface. 
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Note that the SCL holds even when Spec-X is a lower copy. Consider (13), where (α, β, γ, 

δ, ε, ζ, and η are phrases, and tδ is a lower copy of δ). 
(13) {XP, YP} =                      α 

                          3        1st run, nothing is returned. 
                         β          γ 
                       2    2     2nd run, Y is returned. 
                      tδ      ε   Y[F]    ζ  
                           2 
                          X[F]    η 

Taking α as the SD, SA looks for head members in the first run and stores β and γ as V. In the 

second run, where β and γ are the new SDs, SA simultaneously looks for a head member of β 

and γ, returning Y as the label of α. SA terminates in this step. Crucially, although tδ is “invisible” 

to LA (i.e., it is not counted as V), SA never locates X and Y simultaneously, because SA halts 

in the second run. Thus, feature valuation does not occur between X and Y, and the features 

left unvalued causes crash at the interfaces. The following sections will demonstrate that 

freezing effects, wh-islands, and PBC effects fall under cases such as (13): They involve 

symmetry- breaking extraction that leaves tδ behind. 

 

3 Freezing Effects 

3.1 Extraction out of Subjects 

This section accounts for the ban on extraction out of moved elements, known as freezing 

effects. As illustrated in (14), movement out of the raised subject leads to a degradation in 

acceptability.4 

(14)  ?*Whoi do you think that [pictures of ti]j tj are on sale?  

(Lasnik and Saito 1993: 101-102) 

(14a) is derived as follows (I assume that who is a phrase, but its internal structure is abstracted 

away for simplicity of illustration): 

(15) a. {D, {pictures, {of, who}}} 

b. {who, {D, {pictures, {of, twho}}}} 

c. {{who, {D, …}}, vP} 

d. {T, {{who, {D, …}}, vP}} 

e. {{who, {D, …}}, {T, {t{who, {D, …}}, vP}}} 
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f. {C, {{who, {D, …}}, {T, …}}} 

g. {who, {C, {{twho, {D, …}}, {T, …}}}} 

(15a) shows the stage of derivation before the subject is introduced to Spec-v. Assuming that 

D as well as C and v is a phase head (as an extensive survey of phase theory, see Citko (2014), 

which concludes that only C, v, and D pass phasehood tests), who must be extracted to the 

edge of D as in (15b); otherwise, wh-extraction violates the Phase Impenetrability Condition 

(PIC), whereby movement out of the PHC is barred after completion of a phase (Chomsky 

2000 et seq.).5 

(16)  Phase Impenetrability Condition 

In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside α, only 

H and its edge are accessible to such operations. (Chomsky 2000: 108) 

After completion of the DP phase and labeling of Comp-D, the subject is externally merged in 

Spec-v, yielding (15c). After introducing T as in (15d), the subject internally merges in Spec-

T, yielding (15e). The derivation reaches a phase level when C is introduced as in (15f). In 

(15g), who moves to Spec-C, the SOs in the PHC of C are labeled, and the PHC is transferred. 

Crucially, the masked SO in (15g), repeated here as (17), is an asymmetric XP-YP structure, 

where a lower copy of who occupies Spec-D. 

(17) {{twho, {D[vφ], …}}, {T[uφ], …}} 

SA applied to (17) returns T bearing unvalued φ-features rather than the pair of heads T and D 

involving φ-features. Since feature valuation occurs only between two heads established by 

MS in labeling, the φ-values on D cannot be assigned to the unvalued φ-features on T, Thus, 

(14a) crashes at the interface.6 

One might claim that (14a) can be successfully derived if it undergoes the following 

derivation: 

(18) a. {T, {{who, {D, …}}, vP}} 

b. {{D, …}, {T, {{who, t{D, …}}, vP}}} 

c. {C, {{D, …}, {T, {{who, t{D, …}}, vP}}}} 

d. {who, {C, {{D, …}, {T, {{twho, t{D, …}}, vP}}}}} 
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(18a) shows the stage of the derivation where T is introduced into the structure. A crucial 

difference from (15) is that in (18b), {D, …} is extracted to Spec-T, leaving who behind. After 

introducing C as in (18c), who is extracted to Spec-C. Given this derivation, the PHC of C is 

labeled <φ, φ>, observing the SCL. However, the SO = {twho, t{D, …}} cannot have a label 

because both twho and t{D, …} are lower copies. Thus, the derivation in (18) results in labeling 

failure. 

 

3.2 Extraction out of Wh-Phrases 

The proposed analysis also accounts for freezing effects in wh-movement like (1), repeated 

here as (14). 

(19)  ??Whoi do you wonder [which picture of ti]j Mary bought tj? 

(Lasnik and Saito 1993: 101-102) 

This sentence is derived as follows (again, the internal structure of who is abstracted away for 

simplicity of illustration): 

(20) a. {which, {picture, {of, who}}} 

b. {who, {which, {picture, {of, twho}}}} 

c. {bought, {who, {which, {picture…}}}} 

d. {{who, {which, {picture…}}}, {C, TP}} 

e. {who, {v, {wonder, {{twho, {which, {picture…}}}, {C, TP}}}}} 

Assume that the syntactic category of which is D, a phase head, who must be extracted to the 

Spec of which as in (20b) before the object is merged with the verb as in (20c), owing to the 

PIC. (20d) shows the stage of derivation in which which picture of who is extracted to the 

embedded Spec-C. After the introduction of wonder and little v, who is moved to Spec-v as in 

(20e). However labeling of the embedded clause in (21) results in an SCL violation. 

(21) {{twho, {WH[uQ], {picture…}}}, {C[vQ], TP}} 

Since (21) is an asymmetric XP-YP structure, SA does not return the pair of C and which but 

C as its label. Since feature valuation is contingent on MS in labeling, the interrogative feature 

values on C cannot be assigned to the unvalued features on which. Thus, (21) crashes at the 
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interface.7 

 

3.3 Extraction out of Objects 

Next, we consider a prima facie counterexample to the proposed analysis, extraction out of an 

object like (22a), which is contrasted with extraction out of a subject like (22b). 

(22) a. Who did you select [a picture of t]? 

b. ?*Whoi was [a picture of t] selected?  (Lasnik 2001: 109) 

If the object is obligatorily raised to Spec-R, as assumed in Chomsky (2008, 2013, 2015) and 

EKS (2022), it creates an asymmetric XP-YP structure like (23), which causes the SCL 

violation. 

(23) {{twho, {D[vφ], {picture …}}}, {R[uφ], tObj}} 

This problem is solved if object shift is optional (Lasnik 2001; Bošković 2002). Lasnik (2001) 

argues for optionality of object shift by showing that in a verb-particle construction, it may 

remain in situ or be raised in front of the particle: 

(24) a Mary called up [friends of John]. 

b.  ?Mary called [friends of John] up.  (Lasnik 2001: 111) 

To account for this, Bošković (2002) proposes that accusative cases in English can either be 

structural or inherent. The structural Case requires an object to be licensed to the Case position, 

forcing object shift. By contrast, the inherent one is licensed in situ under the θ-role assignment 

from the verb. 

Given this, we may derive (22b) without violating the SCL: Extraction out of an object is 

available only when the object has an inherent case and remains in situ as in (25). 

(25) {R, {twho, {D[vφ], {picture …}}}} 

This is an H-XP structure. Since the object has an inherent case, it does not have to enter into 

φ and Case agreement relation with R. Thus, (25) does not cause the SCL violation.8 

As observed by Lasnik, extraction out of an object is illicit when raised: 

(26) a. Who did Mary called up [friends of t]? 

b. ?*Who did Mary called [friends of t] up?  (Lasnik 2001: 111) 
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This contrast is also accounted for by assuming with Lasnik (2001) and Bošković (2002) that 

the non-shifted object in (26a) remains in the complement of a verb, whereas the shifted one 

in (26b) undergoes raising to the specifier of the verb. (26a) and (26b) show the structure of 

(27a) and (27b), respectively. 

(27) a. {R, {twho, {D[vφ], {friends …}}}} 

b. {{twho, {D[vφ] [uCase], {friends …}}}, {R[uφ], tObj}} 

The object remaining in situ as in (27a) causes no SCL violation. In contrast, object shift in 

(27b) creates an asymmetric XP-YP structure, thereby resulting in the SCL violation. 

The proposed analysis also explains the asymmetry between objects and Exceptional Case 

Marking (ECM) subjects, as in (28). 

(28) a. Which artist do you admire [paintings by t]? 

b.?/*Which artist do you expect [paintings by t] to sell the best? (Polinsky 2013: 580) 

Polinsky (2013: 580) notes that (28a) is unproblematic, whereas (28b) is “marginal at best, and 

many native speakers reject this extraction altogether.” Since an ECM subject is not θ-marked 

by an ECM verb, it cannot license an inherent case, thereby causing object shift to the structural 

Case position, as Bošković (2002) notes. Given this, the ECM subject in (28b) obligatorily 

undergoes raising to the matrix Spec-R to enter into the φ and Case agreement relation with R, 

as in (29). 

(29) {{twhich artist, {D[vφ][uCase], {paintings …}}}, {R[uφ], TP}} 

This is an asymmetric XP-YP structure. Thus, MS cannot simultaneously locate D and R, 

causing crash at the interface owing to valuation failure between these two heads. 

 

3.4 Extraction out of Non-Finite Clauses 

The proposed analysis also explains finite/nonfinite asymmetry with respect to extraction out 

of clausal subjects. Kluender (2004) observes that extraction out of the nonfinite subject 

clauses in (30b, c) is better than extraction out of the finite clause in (30a).9 

(30) a. *Who does [that she can bake ginger cookies for t] give her great pleasure? 

 b. Who does [being able to bake ginger cookies for t] give her great pleasure? 
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c. Who does [(for her) to be able to bake ginger cookies for t] give her great pleasure? 

(Kluender 2004: 118-119) 

First, we consider (30a). (31) illustrates the stage of the derivation where the subject clause in 

(30a) internally merges in Spec-T (notice that who is extracted to Spec-C before the EM of the 

subject clause in Spec-v, owing to the PIC). 

(31) {{twho, {C[vφ], {she, …}}}, {T[uφ], vP}} 

Let us assume that C involves valued φ-features to agree with T. MS cannot simultaneously 

locate C and T, the loci of φ-features, because (31) is not a symmetric XP-YP structure. This 

causes the SCL violation. Let us next consider (30b, c). Suppose that a nonfinite C is not a 

phase head (Kanno 2008).10 Then, who need not be extracted to Spec-C before the subject 

clause is externally merged with the independent SO. Given this, (30b, c) have the following 

structures at some point in their derivations: 

(32) a. {{C[vφ], {PRO, {being, {twho, {v, …}}}}}, {T[uφ], vP}} 

b. {{C[vφ], {her, {to, {twho, {v, …}}}}}, {T[uφ], vP}} 

In (32a, b), who occupies Spec-v, the highest phase edge of the subject clause. Since they are 

symmetric XP-YP structures, MS successfully locate C and T simultaneously and φ-features 

on T gets valued by C. 

 

4 Wh-Island Effects 

4.1 Finite Wh-Islands 

This subsection explains the wh-island effects in terms of the SCL. As illustrated in (2), 

repeated here as (33), extraction out of an indirect question leads to degradation in acceptability. 

(33)  ??Whati do you wonder [whether John saw ti]? (Lasnik and Saito 1993: 11) 

(34) shows the stage of derivation after what is moved from the embedded Spec-C to the 

matrix clause (The assumption here is that who is not a head but a phrase being of the form 

{WH[uQ], …}, perhaps {WH[uQ], pro}. See also Chomsly 2013 and Uriagereka 1988). 

(34) a. {{WH[uQ], …}, {twhat, {C[vQ], TP}}} 

b. {twhat, {{WH[uQ], …}, {C[vQ], TP}}} 
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Crucially, owing to the PIC, what leaves its copy in the embedded Spec-C, creating multiple-

Spec configurations.11 Notice that, given free Merge, no principle of narrow syntax precludes 

the movement of what toward either the inner Spec-C as in (34a) or the outer one as in (34b). 

Accordingly, to explain wh-island effects, we must consider what excludes both of these 

derivations. 

First, we consider (34a). MS in labeling does not simultaneously locate WH involving [uQ] 

and C with [vQ], because {WH[uQ], …} is an H-ZP structure, but {twhat, {C[vQ], TP}} is not. 

Thus, feature valuation cannot occur between whether and C, leading to a crash at the 

interface.12 

Now, consider (34b); this structure does not violate the SCL because SOi = {{WH[Q], …}, 

{C[Q], TP}} is mirror-symmetric. SOj = {twhat, SOi} is an XP-YP structure, but the MS 

simultaneously locates WH and C in the third run of SA, providing the <Q, Q> label. Thus, 

there is no SCL violation in (34). However, this article suggests that (34b) results in an 

anomalous interpretation at the CI interface. Let us assume with Chomsky (2013) and EKS 

(2015) that an SO labeled <Q, Q> is interpreted as a wh-question at the CI interface. It is then 

natural to assume that an SO with the label <Q, Q> is interpreted as an operator-scope 

configuration at CI. Suppose, for example, that we have the sentence What did you eat? which 

is of the form {{D[Q], …}, {C[Q], …}}. The CI interface interprets what as a wh-operator, and 

{C[Q], …} as its scope. With this, consider (34b) again; it is an XP-YP structure with the label 

<Q, Q>. Then, XP = what must be interpreted as a wh-operator and YP = {{whether[Q], …}, 

{C[Q], TP}} as the scope of XP. However, this results in an anomalous interpretation at the 

interface: Since what is an intermediate copy, it cannot behave as an operator.13 Although the 

CI interface must interpret (34b) as an operator-scope configuration according to its label <Q, 

Q>, it contains no wh-element that qualifies as an interrogative operator. Thus, (34b) is also 

correctly ruled out at the CI interface. 

 

4.2 Non-Finite Wh-Islands 

The proposed analysis also accounts for finite-nonfinite asymmetry in wh-islands (Ross 1968, 
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Chomsky 1986, and Cinque 1990, among others). Chomsky (1986: 37) notes that extraction 

out of a finite wh-interrogative clause in (35a) is less acceptable than extraction out of non-

finite one in (35b).14 

(35) a. To whomi did you wonder [whatj John gave tj ti]? 

b. To whomi did you wonder [whatj to give tj ti]? (Chomsky 1986: 36) 

Assuming with Kanno (2008) that nonfinite C is not a phase head, wh-phrases extracted to the 

matrix clauses in (35b) do not have to leave their copy in the embedded Spec-C. The embedded 

clause is structured as in (36), where the copy of to whom does not occupy Spec-C but Spec-

v. 

(36) {{WH[Q], …}, {C[Q], {PRO, {T, {tto whom, vP}}}}} 

This structure observes the SCL because both {whether[Q], …} and {C[Q], …} are H-ZP 

structures. Thus, (36) causes no feature valuation failures.15 

 

5 Proper Binding Condition Effects 

5.1 A'-movement 

This section explains the PBC effects shown in (3), repeated here in (37).16 

(37)   *[Which picture of ti]j do you wonder whoi John likes tj? (Saito 1989: 187) 

In (37), who is extracted to the embedded Spec-C, and subsequently the phrase containing a 

lower copy of who undergoes movement to the matrix Spec-C (the first movement is called 

internal movement, and the latter remnant movement). This type of derivations results in a 

severe degradation in acceptability, which is greater than that in freezing cases like (38). 

(38)  ??Whoi do you wonder [which picture of ti]j John likes tj? (Saito 1989: 187) 

Consider the derivation of (37) illustrated in (39) (note again that who is a phrase of the 

form {WH[uQ], …}, but its internal structure is abstracted away for simplicity of illustration). 

(39) a. {{who, {which[uQ], {picture …}}}, {C, TP}} 

b. {who, {{twho, {which, {picture…}}}, {C, TP}}} 

c. {v, {wonder, {who, {{twho, {which, {picture…}}}, {C[vQ], TP}}}}} 

d. {{twho, {which, {picture…}}}, {v, {wonder, {who, {t{twho, {which, {picture…}}}, {C,  



 15 

 TP}}}}}} 

(39a) shows the stage of derivation in which which picture of who is extracted to the embedded 

Spec-C (note that who is placed at the edge of which owing to the PIC). In (39b), who involving 

[uQ] moves to the outer Spec-C. After the introduction of V and v as in (39c), which picture 

of who is extracted to the edge of v, and the PHC of v is labeled and transferred as in (39d). 

However, this structure violates the SCL because the SO in (40) (i.e., the embedded clause) is 

not symmetric. 

(40) {{WH[uQ], …}, {t{twho, {which, {picture…}}}, {C[vQ], TP}}} 

MS cannot simultaneously locate the heads WH and C involving interrogative Q features, so 

the feature value of [vQ] on C is not assigned to [uQ] on WH. Thus, it is ruled out at the 

interface, as the wh-island configuration in (34a) is.17 

Notice also that the matrix clause in (37) also results in an SCL violation. (41) illustrates 

the stage of the derivation where which picture of t is extracted to the matrix Spec-C. 

(41) {{twho, {WH[uQ], {picture …}}}, {C[vQ], TP}} 

This structure is not symmetric, because which picture of t involves a copy of who in its 

specifier. MS cannot locate WH and C simultaneously, and hence fails in feature valuation. 

Thus, (37) faces SCL violation twice.18 This explains why PBC effects lead to a more severe 

degradation in acceptability than freezing effects, as shown in (37) and (38). In the case of 

PBC in (37), both the root and embedded CPs cause valuation failure. In contrast, the freezing 

case in (38) faces valuation failure only once in the embedded CP (see the discussion in Section 

3). Thus, this cumulative effect of feature valuation failure yields a severe degradation in 

acceptability in (38). 

 

5.2 A-movement 

Next, we consider why there is no PBC violation in A-movement followed by remnant A'-

movement (see also Takano 1995; Müller 1996, among others): 

(42) [How likely to ti win]j is Johni tj? (Lasnik and Saito 1993: 140) 

Let us assume with Epstein and Seely (2006) and Grohmann, Drury, and Castillo (2000) that 
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there is no successive-cyclic A-movement: It takes place in “one-fell-swoop.” Given this, (42) 

is derived as follows: 

(43) a. {T, {how[uQ], {likely, {to, {John, {v, …}}}}}} 

b. {Johni, {T, {how, {likely, {to, {ti, {v, …}}}}}}} 

c. {C[vQ], {Johni, {T, {how[uQ], {likely, {to, {ti, {v, …}}}}}}}} 

d. {{how[uQ], {likely, {to, {ti, {v, …}}}}}j, {C[vQ], {John, {T, tj}}}} 

(43a) shows the stage of derivation before A-movement of John. In (43b), John is raised to the 

matrix Spec-T in “one-fell-swoop,” leaving no intermediate copies. Next, the interrogative C 

is introduced as in (43c), and finally, how likely to win is extracted to Spec-C as in (43d). There 

is no violation of the SCL in (43) because there are no copies that breaks symmetry between 

XP-YP structures: the landing site of A-movement is successfully labeled <φ, φ> via feature 

sharing between John and T, and that of A'-movement is labeled <Q, Q> via feature sharing 

between how and C. Thus, (42) causes no valuation failure. 

 

6  Conclusion 

This article provided a unified account of freezing effects, wh-island effects, and PBC effects 

in terms of the SCL, according to which an XP-YP structure shares features only when the 

XP-YP is mirror-symmetric. Based on Chomsky’s (2013, 2015) LA, I argued that MS cannot 

simultaneously locate heads X and Y in an asymmetric XP-YP structure and causes feature-

valuation failure at the interface. This article demonstrated that freezing, wh-island, and PBC 

structures involve extraction to the phase edge owing to the PIC, thereby introducing structural 

asymmetry between XP and YP, and fails at feature valuation between heads X and Y. I 

demonstrated that SCL is a corollary of Ke’s (2019, to appear) Search Algorithm and EKS’s 

(2022) labeling-based feature valuation mechanism. Thus, this analysis, if successful, provides 

empirical support to Ke’s argument that the MS is carried out in parallel (i.e., it simultaneously 

visits every set member that has the same embedding depth), and terminates once relevant 

heads are located. Furthermore, this analysis empirically supports EKS’s claim that Agree is 

eliminable from narrow-syntax, and feature valuation is contingent on the MS for Labeling. 
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Notes 

1 Notice also that the lower copy never disappears from the structure, as the No-Tampering 

Condition (NTC, Chomsky 2004, 2007, 2008, 2013) dictates. 
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2 In contrast to Chomsky (2013, 2015), according to which the pair of shred features <F, 

F> provides the label of α, Ke argues that the pair of heads <X, Y> serves as the label. However, 

this distinction is not relevant for our concern. 

 
3 Notice that MS does not have to count embedding depth of relevant heads to pick out 

more shallowly embedded one, because SA terminates and returns a head once the relevant 

head is located by the “top-down” search algorithm. 

 
4 Bošković (2018) tries to deduce freezing effects from the phase theory (Chomsky 2000, 

2001) and the labeling theory (Chomsky 2013), postulating that unlabeled SOs cannot undergo 

movement. According to him, extraction out of the bracketed phrase in (14) yields an 

unlabelable XP-YP structure owing to the PIC, and hence it cannot undergo further movement. 

Although Bošković’s deduction is tempting and this article owes his analysis for many insights, 

there is a conceptual problem in his analysis: it bars IM of a non-phasal category, though it 

allows EM of a non-phasal one. As Chomsky (2004, 2007, 2008, 2013, 2015) argues, Internal 

Merge (IM) and External Merge (EM) are two possible instances of a single rule, Merge (α, 

β) = {α, β}: Merge (α, β) is called IM when α is internal to β; Merge (α, β) is called EM when 

α is external to β. Since IM and EM are two instances of the single rule, to bar either type 

requires stipulation. Unless his analysis provides a principled explanation of why one of the 

two types of the single rule is constrained without stipulation, it potentially precludes 

unification of EM and IM into Merge. 

 
5 This article assumes with Chomsky (2013, 2015) that Merge is applied freely (i.e., there 

is no deriving force of movement). Although application of Merge is optional, and there is no 

look-ahead of derivation, we cannot have a representation in which the wh-phrase is extracted 

out of the external argument unless it undergoes free IM to the edge of D at the stage (15b), 
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owing to the PIC. 

 
6 One might claim that the SCL incorrectly rules out the sentence like John’s pictures are 

(beautiful) on the ground that it has an asymmetric structure {{John, {D[φ], pictures}}, {T[φ], 

…}}, where the genitive phrase occupies Spec-D. In this structure, LA cannot locate the φ-

features on D owing to the SCL. This article speculates that genitive subjects are adjuncts in 

some relevant sense, and they are introduced to structure counter-cyclically (Lebeaux 1988), 

or introduced by pair-Merge (Chomsky 2004). Consider (i). 

(i) a.  *Which report [that Johni was incompetent] did hei submit t? 

b.   Which report [that Johni revised] did hei submit t? (Freidin 1986:179) 

(i) shows that the wh-movment with an argument CP does not bleed Binding Condition C 

violation in the base position, whereas the one with an adjunct CP does. This contrast suggests 

that an adjunct, but not an argument, is counter-cyclically introduced to the structure (Lebeaux 

1988), or undergo SIMPL (Chomsky 2004) after wh-movement. 

With this much, consider (ii). 

(ii) a.  *That guyi hei says Eva loves t. 

b.  ?That guyi’s mother hei really hates t. (Safir 1999: 598) 

(ii) illustrates that Topicalization of DP does not bleed Binding Condition C in the base 

position, whereas it bleeds Binding Condition C if the R-expression is a genitive subject of the 

DP. This contrast suggests that a genitive subject is an adjunct, and it is introduced counter-

cyclically, or undergoes SIMPL after Topicalization. Based on this observation, this article 

suggests that John’s pictures are (beautiful) is of the form {{D[φ], pictures}, {T[φ], …}} when 

it undergoes Transfer, observing the SCL. After that, the genitive subject John’s is introduced 

to the structure counter-cyclically, or undergoes SIMPL to yield {{John, {D[φ], pictures}}, {T[φ], 

…}} If this analysis is correct, genitive subjects pose no problems to the proposed condition. 

 
7 One might wonder how the sentences involving pied-piping like To whom did John talk 
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t? are derived in accordance with the SCL. If this sentence is of the form {{P, {WH[uQ], …}}, 

{C[vQ], …}}, the proposed SCL incorrectly rule it out, since MS cannot locate D involving 

[uQ]. This problem might be solved if we adopt Cable’s (2010) Q-system, according to which 

a pied-piped phrase is headed by a question particle Q, which is the locus of the interrogative 

[Q] feature (Chomsky 2013). Given this, To whom did John talk t? is structured as {{Q[uQ], {P, 

whom}}}, {C[vQ], …}}. Then, MS locates Q involving the interrogative feature and C 

simultaneously, observing the SCL. 

 
8 The assumption here is that R that does not assign structural Case does not involve 

unvalued φ-features. 

 
9 Kluender gives no dialectic marks to (30b, c). He notes not only that (30b, c) is noticeably 

better than (30b) and (30c) is also more interpretable than (30a), but also that (30c) is less 

felicitous than (30b). I leave open why (30b) and (30b) differ in acceptability. 

 
10 Kanno (2008) assumes with Chomsky (2008) that C bears φ-features and tense features 

at the stage where it is introduced, and subsequently they are inherited by T. On the basis of 

this, Kanno proposes that C loses its phasehood if C lacks either of these features. 

 
11 The assumption here is that whether is not a C head but a phrase that occupies Spec-C 

(Kayne 1991). Another possibility is that whether is a C head that licenses a null interrogative 

operator in Spec-C (Sportiche 1998). See also Sakumoto (2021) for discussion. 

 
12  One may claim that the proposed system incorrectly rules out multiple-Spec 

configurations. Suppose we have multiple-Spec structures like {{U[F], …}, {{X[F], …}, {Y[F], 

ZP}}}, where U and X, the heads of UP and XP, involve features to be shared with Y. Then, 

the SCL rules it out, because it is not a mirror-symmetric XP-YP structure. However, multiple-
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Specs do not seem to pose a serious empirical problem to the SCL, because there are plausible 

alternative analyses that accommodate constructions that have been analyzed in terms of 

multiple-Specs. For Multiple Nominative Constructions (MNCs) in Japanese (Ura 1993, 

1994; Koizumi 1995), Saito (2016) proposes that the Case particle in Japanese involves an 

anti-labeling feature, which makes available multiple-Spec configurations without feature 

sharing. If Saito’s analysis is correct, MNCs do not pose a problem to the SCL. As for 

Transitive Expletive Constructions (TECs) in Germanic languages (Chomsky 1995), previous 

approaches have shown that two-layered functional projections in the IP area provide positions 

for an expletive and an external argument, accounting for Vikner’s Generalization (Bobaljik 

and Thráinsson 1998; Koeneman and Neelman 2001) or Bures’s Generalization (Bobaljik and 

Joans 1996; Koster and Zwart 2001). As far as the split-IP analyses are empirically preferable 

to the multiple-Spec analysis, TECs pose no problem to the SCL (see Vermeulen 2005, which 

argues for split-IP analyses of TECs and against the multiple-Spec analysis). For Multiple Wh-

Fronting (MWF) in Slavic languages such as Bulgarian (Koizumi 1995; Pesetsky 2000; 

Richards 2001, among others), Lambova (2001) argues that the first wh-phrase of MWF in 

Bulgarian moves to Spec-C to check the interrogative feature on C, whereas the second and 

the following wh-phrases move to Spec-ΔP, a dedicated position for discourse-related 

elements, to form a single wh-cluster. If this analysis is correct, MWF does not involve a 

multiple-Spec configuration but two-layered split functional projections; hence it does not 

pose a problem to the SCL. 

 
13 More precisely, to interpret a wh-phrase as an interrogative operator, it must enter into 

agreement with C to receive an interrogative feature value. Since an intermediate copy does 

not establish agreement relation with C, it does not qualify as an interrogative operator. 

However, the interpretive requirement at CI forces (34b) to be construed as an operator-scope 

configuration, owing to its label <Q, Q>. Thus, <Q, Q> labeling without agreement yields 

anomalous interpretation at the CI interface. 
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14 Chomsky does not give a dialectic mark to the sentences in (35). 

 
15 We put aside the problem with pied-pipping of to whom, already noted in footnote 7. 

 
16 Cecchetto (2001) tries to account for PBC effects in terms of phase theory. According to 

him, (37) is ungrammatical because remnant movement violates the PIC: After internal 

movement, the domain including the remnant is rendered inaccessible to further operation. 

Although his phase-based analysis is attractive, it is not without a problem. For his theory to 

work, it must block the derivation in which both the internal movement and remnant 

movement target the embedded multiple Specs-C (i.e., the derivation in (39b)). Otherwise, the 

PBC cases are successfully derived without PIC violations. 

 
17 Notably, the embedded clause may have the structure {{twho, {which, …}}, {who[uQ], 

{C[vQ], …}}}, whereby who and which picture of occupies the inner Spec-C and the outer 

Spec-C, respectively. In this structure, LA provides the label <Q, Q>, observing the SCL. 

However, the embedded clause yields an anomalous interpretation at the CI interface, similar 

to the wh-island case in (34b): Although the label <Q, Q> forces the embedded clause to be 

construed as an operator-scope configuration, {twho, {Q, …}} in the outer Spec-C, an 

intermediate copy, cannot behave as an operator. 

 
18 The proposed analysis predicts that the PBC effect is relaxed when the remnant is 

extracted out of a nonfinite clause, since it skips the embedded Spec-C without violation of the 

PIC. Although we must investigate more closely whether PBC effects are relaxed in nonfinite 

cases, judgement by my informant seems to support the proposed analysis: He observes that 

there is difference in acceptability between the nonfinite case in (ia) and the finite one in (ib), 

and the former is slightly better than the later. 
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(i) a. Which picture does John wonder of whom to buy? 

b. Which picture does John wonder of whom he should buy? 

 


